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ABSTRACT:
The Seerah of The Holy Prophet (S.A.W.) grants the ummah complete guidelines in system making. 
The state of Madinah was established by the Holy Prophet (S.A.W.) in an exceptional manner. The
situation of Madinah before the arrival of the Muslims was complex  as hostility, aggression and enmity
were common, which did not allow peace in the city. Peace and justice were restored when Muslims
migrated to Madinah. 

The life of the Holy Prophet  (S.A.W.) endows useful principles for all mankind to make a uniform
scheme of actions these include: building a centre, accord and harmony among all the groups, devising
contracts, formulating the principles of combat and most important obeying to the commands of the
leader. All these directions from the Holy Prophet (S.A.W.) Cements the mankind in one peaceful unity.
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